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Campbell Plumbing & Mechanical has delivered stadiums (like the one shown here for the Jacksonville Jaguars, currently known as TIAA Bank Field),
distribution centers, commercial office buildings, hospitals, ambulatory surgery centers, medical office buildings, senior living facilities, university
buildings, K-12 school facilities, military projects, hotels, retail stores and centers, restaurants, fitness centers and movie theaters.

Campbell Plumbing & Mechanical makes the best with BIM, in the
office or out on the jobsite.
BY TOM M. BROWN JR.

"W

hen we took that first
step about five years
ago, my belief was that
if we didn’t start down that BIM
path, within a few years we would
have been dinosaurs,” says Keith
Campbell, president of Campbell
Plumbing & Mechanical Contractors
Southeast Inc., a mechanical
contractor based in Jacksonville,
Florida.
Campbell is describing the
company’s implementation of 3D
virtual design using BIM tools and
expertise. Of particular benefit to
both Campbell and their customers,
are inherent advantages of 3D
technology that can rapidly identify
conflicts and inefficiencies during the
pre-construction and construction
stages.
“I’ll admit that we struggled at first
and learned some lessons the hard
way,” Campbell explains, “but our
BIM designs give us the ability to
pinpoint conflicts and issues before
they occur in the field."
There seems to be a host of
definitions related to what constitutes
the BIM/3D approach, but here’s

how leading construction technology
company Autodesk puts it: “ … an
intelligent 3D model-based process
that gives AEC professionals the
insight and tools to more efficiently
plan, design, construct and manage
buildings and infrastructure.”
For Campbell this means that
his company can take advantage of
an array of software systems that
seamlessly synchronize much of
its work beginning with the initial
estimate and continuing through the
detailing, coordination, fabrication,
installation and building turnover
His designers and estimators use
Revit and MEPCad models and
run them through Navisworks to
facilitate clash detection. From there,
additional construction technology
from SysQue provides spool drawings
for Campbell’s prefabrication
operations. Additional digital
guidance can be loaded into digital
layout platform Trimble, and from
that point, field personnel can use
Trimble’s Robotic Total Station for
laser-accurate field layout.
“The robot will recognize where
it’s at, and our crews can walk around

knowing precisely where every
hangar needs to be,” Campbell adds.
In addition, field personnel
use tablet-based applications of
Navisworks Manage and/or BIM 360
Glue to access the project’s BIM 3D
model. Many of Campbell’s general
contractors use PlanGrid, ProCore,
BIM 360 Team or Box for project
document control in the field.
“We literally don’t need a tape
measure or a stack of drawings
anymore to layout the job,”
Campbell adds. “Project updates and
communications have never been
more streamlined than they are now.
Even our ‘old-school’ superintendents
and foremen have embraced this
current technology. They appreciate
the way it tracks and creates alerts
for updates and modifications to field
construction drawings.”

The business of BIM
Although it came out last year,
the Dodge Data & Analytics
study of mechanical and HVAC
contractors using BIM is worth a
revisit. The comprehensive research,
entitled “The Business Value of

BIM for Mechanical and HVAC
Construction,” shows that most
mechanical contractors who use BIM
experience benefits such as improved
cost and schedule performance,
lower labor costs and greater
productivity.
For example, one of the biggest
benefits reported by contractors is
the ability of BIM to improve the
fabrication process. Many mechanical
contractors are frequent users of
offsite fabrication for their systems,
and the study shows that nearly half
use BIM on 50 percent or more of
the assemblies they prefabricate.
Benefits from using BIM to aid
prefabrication are widely reported,
with more than 80 percent of
mechanical contractors who use it to
prefabricate report reductions in the
amount of material waste generated,
lower labor costs, higher quality
of installed work and a shorter
schedule.

Prefab at Campbell
“Prefabrication is in our company’s
DNA,” Campbell adds. “Our
plumbing prefabrication operations
take us from blueprints to BIMcoordinated drawings to in-shop
assembly to field operations – all
while enhancing quality, safety, cost
and schedule.”
After all, a prefab shop will
always be a whole lot quieter,
cleaner, cooler (at least in the case of
Campbell Plumbing & Mechanical’s
backyard) and safer environment
than any jobsite ever could. This
naturally improves productivity,
but as the Dodge study points out,
prefab operations also go a long way
toward reducing wasted effort and
materials.
“We’ve determined that there is
a 70 percent reduction in wasted
materials when prefab techniques are
used,” Campbell explains.

That coupled with the company’s
bulk purchases (for more on that,
see our sidebar “About Campbell
Plumbing & Mechanical”) provides a
big boost to the bottom line.
For plumbing and piping, Revit
or CAD drawings can create spool
drawings that allow Campbell
to fabricate entire assemblies in
its 40,000-square-foot prefab
area ranging from lengthy runs
of plumbing underground to inwall water closet carriers for gang
bathroom applications. Campbell has
even created full-size mock-ups of
mechanical rooms, including all piping
and equipment connections, laid out
to scale on its warehouse floor.
“This ability to prefabricate diverse
types of plumbing systems is limited
only by our imagination,” Campbell
adds. “What’s more, our prefab
operations allow us to turn around
materials within a matter of days, if
not hours. This gives us the ability
to not only proactively address each
project, but to also react to 'real time'
changes.”
On the HVAC side, Campbell’s can
produce more than 300,000 pounds of
ductwork per month.
“Our fabrication lines can manually
produce fittings and reducers and
produce spiral duct,” Campbell adds.
“And we own and operate a fully
automated coil line for producing
straight duct. We also have the inhouse capability to fabricate both
industrial and specialty hoods.”
In addition, Campbell’s team makes
a habit of seeking potential prefab
opportunities during early project
planning sessions.
“These planning sessions generally
involve the project’s jobsite plumbing
foreman, general superintendent,

project manager, in-house plumbing
designer, and others, as necessary,”
Campbell adds. “It’s an open
discussion to creatively seek out
all prefabrication opportunities.
It’s always useful to hear the field
personnel’s ideas on what can be
prefabricated and how.”
Campbell also brought up another
benefit of prefab, one that we haven’t
heard too many other mechanical
contractors discuss, and that is the
trend toward “fast tracking” many, if
not all, projects.
“By fast tracking, I mean the practice
of beginning a scheduled activity
before the completion of what would
logically have to be done beforehand,”
Campbell explains.
In other words, instead of a “finish
to start” relationship between the
two activities, there can be a “start
to start” relationship, including a
predetermined delay or lag between
the two activities’ respective starts.
“One way that we try to maximize
this fast track approach on these
projects will be with prefabrication,”
Campbell adds. “It might be piping for
large runs of underground plumbing,
or it may be the prefabrication of
behind-the-wall water closet carriers
for large-occupancy restrooms.
Each act of prefabrication enhances
our ability to fast track as much of
our scope of work as possible. This
proactive search for prefabrication and
fast-track opportunities will always
include close coordination with the
general contractor and Campbell’s
field staff.”

Collaboration and
coordination
All of which provides us a
good segue to another aspect of

DJ Parker, director of design services, and a stoff of designers and estimators use Revit and
MEPCad models and run them through Navisworks to facilitate clash detection.
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“Prefabrication is
in our company’s
DNA,” Campbell
adds. “Our plumbing
prefabrication
operations take us
from blueprints to
BIM-coordinated
drawings to in-shop
assembly to field
operations – all while
enhancing quality,
safety, cost and
schedule.”
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Campbell’s use of construction
technology.
According to the Dodge study,
forward-thinking contractors
are, “seeking to expand their use
of BIM as well as encouraging
greater engagement with it and
the collaborative, model-related
processes that amplify its impact
throughout their project teams and
supply chains.”
The collaboration and coordination
phase of any project is one of a
mechanical contractor’s most
important activities. By finding issues
in a virtual model, contractors can
reduce the risk of mistakes painfully
realized in the field (the “real
model”).
The ability to detect clashes early
for all the above-ceiling trades,
i.e., plumbing, HVAC, electrical,
fire protection, and medical gas,
will result in less disruptions to the
critical above-ceiling rough-in work
flow in the field.
“I would say that 85 percent of
our projects are designed in BIM,”
Campbell says. “And of that 85
percent, probably 70 percent of those
require a clash detection exercise
where the general contractor and
all the subcontractors collaborate
virtually.”
During the early stages of 3D
modeling, Campbell will participate
in the modeling meetings and make
sure its crews will not hit structural
steel, concrete, ductwork, plumbing,
electrical, fire protection, or whatever
the other trades may be.
Campbell described for us a recent
project that consisted of an expansion
to an ambulatory surgery center
where the company’s experience
and knowledge base (500+ years of
collective experience!) served the

For Campbell this
means that his
company can take
advantage of an array
of software systems
that seamlessly
synchronize
much of its work
beginning with the
initial estimate and
continuing through
the detailing,
coordination,
fabrication,
installation and
building turnover.

About Campbell Plumbing & Mechanical
Contractors Southeast Inc.
Talk about experience. Keith
Campbell has been a proud
plumber working in the
commercial construction industry
since he was 16.
Back in high school in his
hometown of Philadelphia,
Campbell profited from a workstudy program, spending half a day
in the regular school classroom and
then the other half at a voctech
school. What’s more, by his senior
year he was also able to start
working with a local plumbing
company. After graduating high
school, he went into apprenticeship
program run by UA Local 690.
He gained years of experience
working in the Philly area, and then
moved to Florida in the early-1990s
where his parents had retired a few
years before.
“In 1993, we had two back-toback blizzards with about 30 inches
of snow,” Campbell remembers.
“And I said, ‘Enough is enough. I'm
tired of fighting the cold weather.’ ”
Following some years working for
other companies, Campbell started
Campbell and Weeks Plumbing
in 2004 with about $20,000 in
seed money between him and his
original partner Mike Weeks.
Several years later, Weeks
decided he wanted out of
ownership – but not out of working
with Campbell. After Campbell
bought out Weeks’ share, Weeks
stayed put and remains on the
payroll to this day as a field
supervisor and, maybe more
importantly, mentor and coach to
the next generation of plumbers.

Next generation
And speaking of that next
generation, Campbell Plumbing
& Mechanical is part of a
consortium of about 40 other
area contractors who take part
in a trades certification program
organized through the National
Center for Construction Education
& Research and operated by
the Northeast Florida Builders
Association.
“There are approximately about
350 people currently enrolled in
the apprenticeship program, which
not only includes the disciplines
of plumbing and HVAC, but also
electricians, carpenters and other

construction trades,” Campbell
explains. “It’s a nationally
accredited four-year apprenticeship
program so it’s good formal
training.”
In addition to the instruction
taking place at NEFBA’s
training facility, Campbell trains
apprentices at its own in-house
training facility and takes advantage
of additional instructional
opportunities at local colleges.
“Many of the contractors
involved will also give up their
respective shops for specific
hands-on training as required,”
Campbell adds.
NEFBA’s apprenticeship
program predates Campbell’s
business and has been in operation
for the past four decades.
Campbell Plumbing &
Mechanical also takes pride in
its culture of safety. For five
consecutive years, the company
has achieved a “Diamond” rating
in Associated Builders and
Contractors’ Safety Training
Evaluation Process program.
Started in 1989 as a safety
benchmarking and improvement
tool, STEP has evolved into a
world-class safety management
system that can dramatically
improve safety performance.
Campbell’s Diamond rating is the
highest possible STEP designation
achievable. Historically, fewer
than 2 percent of STEP applicants
achieve Diamond status.
In addition to STEP, a number
of Campbell’s superintendents and
foremen have earned certification
to train and certify other Campbell
employees in OSHA-approved
safety training.
“And we offer this same benefit
at no cost to our GC partners,”
Campbell says.

Current snapshot
Today, the company employs
140 people, including 100
tradespeople in the field (this figure
also includes about 45 foreman)
and no less than 55 vehicles on the
road. The business operates out of
a 120,000-square-foot building,
which includes 30,000 square feet
of office space and 90,000 square
feet of warehousing and prefab
shop.
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Mike Andrews, manager of field operations, heads up all the prefabrication the company
creates in its 90,000 square feet of combined prefab shop and warehouse operations.
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While our main feature focuses
on Campbell’s prefabrication
capabilities, let’s not forget about
their warehousing operations.
Since 2015, Campbell Plumbing
& Mechanical has purchased both
plumbing and HVAC parts and
material in bulk.
“We do this for several reasons,”
Campbell says. “First, it saves
us close to $250,000 annually.
Second, by maintaining a healthy
inventory of oft-needed parts
and materials, we provide to our
projects a degree of control that
would be difficult to attain should
we have to rely on others for
materials and equipment. Third,
it shields us somewhat from the
impact of material shortages and
associated costs increases.”
A consistent inventory equals
productivity.
“Our productivity is improved
because our crews can focus on
getting to the jobsite early and
not worrying about not having
the parts and material they need,”
Campbell says.
From the company’s inception
in 2004, Campbell was
known primarily for providing
commercial plumbing services to
the commercial and multifamily
markets.
Campbell, however, rapidly grew
as it expanded its services.
“The notion of hiring the best
available talent has always been
an important part of our success
throughout the years,” Campbell
explains. “As other area plumbing
companies came and went, we

were able to hire the best.”
A prime example of this came
about following the 2009 recession.
In early 2013, Campbell hired
10-15 of the most experienced
plumbers in the Southeastern
US. He had worked with most of
them during his years with other
Florida plumbing companies and,
importantly, many of them had
worked with each other during
the same period. These individuals
would form the cornerstone of
Campbell’s growth and success.
A sea of change occurred in the
commercial construction industry
post-recession.
“There came a point where
customers and prospects wanted
one contractor to handle both
plumbing and mechanical scopes
under a single contract – giving
them a single point of contact,”
Campbell explains.
By then, Campbell’s plumbing
services included general plumbing,
process piping, fuel piping,
stainless steel piping, medical gas
installation, prefabrication, and
more. Once combined, its HVAC
services included air distribution
systems, direct expansion systems,
chilled water systems, heated
water systems, vacuum systems,
glycol systems, steam systems,
compressed air, natural gas,
automation and controls, and
more.
This “combined offering”
business model fueled a growth in
revenue between 2015 and 2017
that resulted in Florida’s First Coast
construction community taking

project well from start to finish.
During the preconstruction
of the ASC, Campbell’s design
team was able to value engineer
alternate plumbing and mechanical
systems and outline the merits and
drawbacks of each alternative.
“Whether its price, schedule
or quality concerns,” Campbell
explains, “timely information
provided by us to the general
contractor can help them reach an
informed decision based on their
own definition of project success.”
Typically, it is the general
contractor that begins early
programming discussions and
takes the lead during the clash
detection stage. Thanks to in-house
construction technology and staff
knowledge, Campbell can now lead
the team and influence the design within proper project parameters, of
course.
“The ability to perform
conceptual estimating is a rare one,”
Campbell adds. “Most experienced
estimators can perform quantity
surveys, material takeoffs, and even
generate a detailed estimate.”
But it takes years of experience to
be able to generate a comprehensive
conceptual estimate.
“To prepare one," Campbell
explains, “the estimator must be
able to think through the completed
project. They must understand the
type of facility they are estimating
and know everything it takes to
deliver a fully functional and
representative building for the
proposed project budget and/or
guaranteed maximum price.”
They need to be able to “build
it in their heads,” so to speak,
according to Campbell. With this
ability, they should be able to close
any scope gaps that exist.
Campbell says his design-assist
team has to stay engaged and must
be included in all or most of the
regularly scheduled design meetings.
“Without the ability to monitor
the decisions being made during
scheduled and/or impromptu design
meetings, the DA team member
will see at least ‘scope creep’ and
possibly a wholesale design change,”
Campbell adds. “It takes 100
percent commitment on the part
of the design-assist team to stay
involved throughout the life of the
project.”

The old days
It is a far cry from the way things
used to be, Campbell admits,
adding that he could not possibly
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imagine how far contracting would
progress since starting out in his first
full-time job in 1982.
“Before we adopted our
technology-driven approach,” he
adds, “some of these meetings would
last a week, maybe more than that.
I can still see all the subcontractors
gathering in one room flipping
though paper plans, page by page.”
Back then, Campbell says everyone
involved in a construction project
made an honest effort to figure out
– by looking at reams of 2D paper –
how they were all going to go about
their own ways and install systems
that didn’t get in the way of another
trade’s work product.
“And then we would actually
start building the building and, sure
enough, we would still have all these
conflicts, Campbell adds. “And then,
the whole process would have to
stop, and an architect or an engineer
would have to figure out what would
happen to make it right. It was all
very problematic.”
There is more about Campbell’s
long career and his business in
our sidebar. But we will close out
this main feature with Campbell
describing the rather modest way he
began to plan better through the use
of technology.
In the business’ early years, he got
caught up in the Florida condo craze.
During this boom time, Campbell
says the company routinely got paid
for its work before its own bills for
that work came due. That’s the kind
of construction business that’s all
good – until the day it isn’t when the
Great Recession of 2008/2009 hit.
“I’ll use the word lucky,” Campbell
explains to describe the time much
of the company’s business came to
an abrupt stop. “We never did spend
frivolously, and we banked quite a
bit.”
But as the company began pulling
itself out of downturn, Campbell says
they began adopting a new way of
conducting business.
“It wasn’t until 2011 that I would
say we put our foot on the gas again,”
he explains. “But in that time we
decided that anything we could
prefabricate – and I mean everything
that we intended to repeat on the
job time after time – we would get
that made up beforehand and then
send it to the jobsite. That was a big
takeaway from that downturn.” ●
Tom M. Brown Jr. is the founder
of PHCPPros, which publishes PHC
News; The Wholesaler; Plumbing
Engineer; and Especificar.

Thanks to its technology-driven approach, Campbell Plumbing & Mechanical has the ability
to value engineer alternate plumbing and mechanical systems and outline the merits and
drawbacks of each alternative during the preconstruction phase.

genuine notice of what had since
become Campbell Plumbing &
Mechanical Contractors Southeast,
Inc.
In 2017, this sustained growth
was capped off by recognition
as one of Florida First Coast’s
“Fast 50”, as compiled by the
Jacksonville Business Journal. This
review looked at a company’s rate
of annual revenue growth over a
three-year period.
Campbell was ranked No. 8 on
the list. Also, in 2017, Campbell
was ranked as the second largest
HVAC contractor in the Florida
First Coast area.
While Campbell does not
routinely seek work outside a 200mile radius from the home office in
Jacksonville, Florida, the company
has worked from coast to coast
including projects in California,
New Jersey, Rhode Island, Texas,
Oklahoma, Alabama, Louisiana,
Georgia, South Carolina, and
North Carolina. Campbell has
delivered distribution centers,
commercial office buildings,
hospitals, ambulatory surgery
centers, medical office buildings,
senior living facilities, university
buildings, K-12 school facilities,
military projects, sports complexes
(including NFL stadium work),
hotels, retail stores and centers,
restaurants, fitness centers and
movie theaters.
For a company of this size and
scope, it is surprising to learn it
remains a family affair in many
ways. Keith’s brother, Ed is vice
president of operations. Ed beat
Keith to Florida by a couple of
years and spent 23 years rising

through the ranks at a major
general contractor in Jacksonville
before joining forces with his
brother in 2015. Ed is tasked with
managing Campbell’s warehouse
operations, including shipping and
receiving and warehouse inventory.
Additionally, Ed is involved with
the training, scheduling, and
management of Campbell’s field
personnel and project managers.
Their sister Barbara recently
retired as the company’s
accounting manager. Her son and
grandson remain at Campbell.
Ed’s son Matt, still a college
student majoring in engineering,
can work remotely on digital
layout and estimating tasks from
the University of Central Florida
campus.
Campbell is a proponent of the
old adage of “managing by walking
around.”
“One of the things that I learned
a long time ago was that once
you gave people the right tools to
do their jobs, then it was for me
to communicate, communicate,
communicate,” Campbell adds.
“That's the key to everything.”
As a result, Campbell says he
probably spends less than 30
minutes of day in his office with
the rest of his time spent walking
the hallways, the warehouse, the
prefab shop, or meeting with
clients or out on job sites.
“You know at one point when
we started out,” he says, “I was the
estimator, the purchasing agent,
the bill collector all rolled into one.
So I can appreciate what everyone
does and the challenges that they
have.” ●

